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I, CoiMpLQf DISCXCWIBATXVE BEHAVIOR I10 C"AHZEES 
A, Introduction 
!he experiments descrfbed in this section were manned by 
Charles B. Fvstu, Ph-D., and Clifford E. Emmer, Jr,, B.A. 
The work described in last year's progress report consisted 
of the  development of a special kind of environment and cancornitant 
behavioral techniques necessary for experiments on complex reper- 
Wires. 
cognitive repertoires wfrich had been developed, aa well as the 
techniques and methods for producing them, 
this year has consisted largely of experiments which take the- 
s t a r t  m these cognitive performances. 
performances developed over t h e  past three years as tools for evalu- 
ating variable8 such as schedules and kinds of reinforcement, and 
also special contingencies to control err- rates and the overall 
rate of respo-. 
In our lest report we described the kinds of carapltx 
The work accomplished 
We have used the carnpler 
B. Hew Kinds of Stimulus Control 
Same of the cxperlments perf'ornted th i s  year were obvious crkn-  
sions of our ear l ier  wark (Ferster, 196Q .Ferster bs Hammer, '1964). The 
later experiments were specifically designed t o  study the dmrelopments and 
mairrteasnee of relationships betwean the chimpanzees' b e h d o q - t h e  vsr~ring 
Ilumbers of geomefric fosms anB the blnary mtmbers up t o  7. The mst 
complex matching-to-ample task thgt we developed was one in which 
the chimp matched binarg Pumbers to  a stimulus consisting of 8 d i a p w  
of geometric figures, vargiog in form and spsclal distributiat. The 
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chinq#nzee selected one of two binary nunbers which correspanded to 
t b  mamber of it- in the sample. Figure 1 I s  a d i m  of the 
apparatus far the m&chin@a-emnple --. 
A rr\apber Of m f l c  fOrme Of Vargw ahape8 and 
spacial distributians are pmdected in the large 
virrdaw. Each of the group of three l-ts op the 
sides represents a binary number, the unU&ted 
lamip is a zero and the lighted lamp a one. Rein- 
farcemart occurred on ale of the 4x0 keys bel=. 
When the anJmnl pressed the key under the binary 
sfsmulus which 
blnary arithmetic, to the nueiber of geanetric forms 
in the windov abuve t h e  response was reinforced. 
vfa the rules of 
Our experbeds discmered techniquee for the develolpnant of the 
c q l e x  performance and ve described stable and &cmC parformences 
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ThC acquisition of new stimulus control was orderly and predictable 
after we had dlscuvered effective vays of generating the performance, 
ConsewntJy, even the performance, as the chhp scqyired the new 
discriminsti-, C a u l d  be Us& a~ a baself=. 
3 e ~  kinds of stlmnlua control were developed In ofher erptri- 
ments in vhich the anlnnil a c t u l l y  produced the binary stimulus, as 
opposed t o  s-ly choosiw one of two as in the mStch%~~g-to-S~~Ple 
procedure described above. 
t o  writing, since the animal's behawfor leaves a vl.sucil record. 
these experiments, the chimpanzee vas presented a semph c o n s l s t w  af 
geometric forms, as with the natching t o  seuuple. Reinforcement occtlrred 
for  responses an a separste key, the register key, only If the animal 
had flrst "written" the binary mrplbtr which correspaaded with the numiber 
of geometric forms according t o  the  rules of binary arithmetic. 
animal "wrote" the binary number by pressing three lever switches, 
each under a light. 
three Ughts  indefinitely. 
bers 0 through 7, the corresponding binary numbers, and the lights 
are presented I n  Figure 2, The Wcr cantingency i n  the writing expr- 
iment occurred when the chimp pressed the register key cm the left side 
of the panel. If the pattern of llght on the binarg stirmlus dlsplqy 
corresponded t o  the mnnber of geometric fonns in the window, pressing 
the register key produced a secondery reinforcer, a tone or a pellet 
of food and a tone dependlw upon the peu%icular conditions of 
This repertoire is iUnct1amll.y anal- 
In 
The 
Be could aajust the "on/off" pattern of the 
The relationahips between the decimal num- 
. 
& 
reipiorccment. If tbe binary gttanllua uhich the chfmpsnsee wrote did 
nut carrespond with the number of gemefiric f'oXm8, the register zwSpaQ8e 
produced E time out (a period during which the ws were inoperstive 
and no stiml~f were presented), ur some other espect of' nonreiniorcemmt. 
DECIMAL 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
-. -. 
5 
6 
7 
BINARY 
. - _ _ ~ _  
ooo 
001 
010 
011 
100 
101 
110 
111 
. _  
- ?  
t LIGHTS 
000 
000 
0 0 0  
005- 
in which numbers are represented 
by only tvo digits,  0 end 1, is used for chin- 
panzee ar i the t i c .  The digits are presented as 
shaws the decimal nunibem 1 through 7 with bipary 
lights turne!d off ( 0 )  or on (1). 
and "Chiarpantee" equivslents. 
The -le 
A representative procedure aud illu8tra;tion of the respame p e l  is 
given in Figure 3. 
2 
0 0 0  
-5 
3 4 
0 0 0  
A typical procedure is shown for a numerosity problem. 
The antmal touches the zumerosity pan82 to turn OD tbe 
binary-nuuhr. lights below It (I). Then It greases 
keys that adJ& the ra;lmber to match the number of 
trieagles in the sample (2 and 3). When the number 
appears to be correct, the animal presses the upper key and 
the reinforcement ligat c~mes on (4) for a correct 
solution. 
In me procedure, for exanple, when reinforcenent occurred after a 
certain number of correct reaponaes, eech efiar reset the caunt t o  the 
beginnins so that reinfarcclsDent could not occur unless respcmses were 
correct successively. Thus, an "error" Increased the amount of behrroiar 
requlred per reinforcement. 
. 
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The procedures for developing the counting perfonasnce were quite 
involved and difficult, A t  first, we attenapted 8 fad- procedure 
(Terrace, 196%) Startlag With a "writing repertoire" in which the 
chimpanzee copied another binary s t W u s  located just above the one 
he had t o  mite. We then tried t o  fade fnrrp the sapnpls binery stimulus 
to the mmxosi ty  sti9azlus, but these procedurse were in general msuc* 
cessful. We finally developed the required perfomsnce first care- 
fully ppupaadr& the 8bple.r parts of the r e p e r t o h ,  increasing the 
camplacity of the s t W  oaly when the current performance 'LT- w e l l  
me5ntained and under close control of tbe binarg gtimll, Othenfisel 
the possibilities for uproc would have been so large that the mimsl 
would EOOP loee the reI#rtoire because of too iafrw_ucnt reinfomensnt. 
Bad we cut this tiae discmered the proceibrrad by vhich ve built the 
intre-behsvioral chain (described below) the experiment would have 
been simpler. 
C. The Development of an Intra-Behavioral Cbain 
This experiment developed an analog of the discriminaticms of verbal 
behavior. We ppdlpced 8 seQuencc of responses fbnctianally lilre the 
intre-vez%al chain which we Bee when a child counts, as in seylng the 
nlmrbers one to  t e n  In order, I n  the experbeat, the chimp's task was 
to  write, in order, the binary numbers 1-7 ( W l - l l l ) .  Beginning with 
000 the subject's task was t o  change the light t o  1 (001) aad press 
the register key. Tha binsry number 1 (001) then served 88 the occasion 
for writing the number 2 (010) and pressing the register key, This 
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performaace continued until  the chimp wrote and registered the rmmber 
7 (111). 
The degrees of freedom open t o  the chimpanzee at  each stage of 
the intracbehmrioral chain were extremely large. Hot only were there 
eight possible numbers that  could be written at any t i n e ,  the immediate 
reinfarcement history m i g h t  produce a strong tendency t o  persist  on 
one or more incorrect namhrs. 
mcessazy t o  discover how to  build t h i s  very complex chain. 
Therefore, very special procedures w e r e  
Many procedures vere h f f e c t i v e ,  including all variations of 
fading techniques, where the chimps remained under very close control of 
even the  most minimal exteroceptive cue u n t i l  the moment that it faded 
canrpletely. 
erperiment we tried to use the "writing repertoire" under the control 
of the geometric forms. The animal cauld write the binary numbers i n  
order so long as we cued this behavior w i t h  the appropriate number of 
triangles or circles. 
dawn when the numerosity sample was no longer available. The ineffec- 
tiveness of the fadiag procedures in  this, as opposed t o  other experi- 
ments, e.g., Terrace (19631, is probably a function of the spacial 
separation of the two sets of s t i m u l i .  To transfer control from one 
stimulus t o  mother 
Then the Derfannence brake down, A t  this stage af the 
However, again the performance always broke 
require that they be superimposed on each other. 
We vere able t o  build the intra-behavioral chain when we removed 
the visual  wmerosity sample altogether, and controlled the a n h a l t s  
behavior only through the binary stimuli. The principle we finally 
-8= 
evolves was to restrict the nuniber of errors as naturally as possible 
ercluding scme kinds of responses, 
We started with the final member of the seguMcc (&sin), that is, 
wrfting the Ilrtmber 7 (U) f r o m  the number 6 (110). For e-e, in  
this first Bfep the stiparlua confrontirrg the enimal was the number 6 
( n o )  and the respcrnrrc required of him before pressing the register 
key to produce food was a single response on the lever un&r the Z%@t 
digit, thereby changlng the 0 t o  8 1, and the whole number t o  7 
The reinforceaaeat, by food, of the register response on the occasion 
of 7 (lll) on the binary stimulus display established it 88 a discrim- 
inative stinmulua which provided conditioned reinforcement for appro- 
priate!ly aajusting the key8 under the blnary stlnmli. But we 
restricted the possible errors which could be mtrde. The first appror- 
imatian to the final repertoire, guaranteeing a reinforcement of thia 
last of the chub, y88 to disconnect the center and left keys 
so thaf these lights would not go out even if the keys tr pressed. 
Thus, there was only one possible error, failfng to press tbe third 
key, and reinforcement alvega occurred on the occasion of 7 (ill), 
This nuniter as a cansistent occeaion for reinforcement would dlfferen- 
ti- reinforce the respanse required t o  change 6 (no) to 7 (U). 
Then we progressively increased the number of errors possible in 
writing the numbetr 7 from a 6 by allwing mare errors in successive 
stages. After there w88 a perfect performance in the first stage, 
a second key was d o c k e d ,  and so on. Wing the appraximstion to  the 
find performance 8 food pellet was given each tlme the chbp got to  
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the end of the chain, 
unreinforced respnsts, we shifted t o  intermittent reinforcemeat where 
each campletion of the chain produced a tone (conditioned reinforcer) 
and food was delivered errery SO many t h s  the chain was completed 
8uccessfUlI.y. The secopdasg reinforcer, the tone fduaVing each 
correct register respame, provides iunnediate feedback t o  the chim- 
panzee, related t o  the accuracy of his performance, and cr i t ica l  i n  
establishing the repertoire. 
As the chimp completed the chain w i t h  fewer 
In successive stages we then added earlier members t o  the 
sequence and it became possible t o  develop the entire intra-behavioral 
chain rapidly and i n  an orderly v, In the final performance, the 
chimpanzee chawed the three digit llLtmber beginninn w i t h  o (OOo) t o  
7 (lll) in successive steps in the manner of counting. Bow, as we 
increased the length of the sequence the results were comparable at 
each stage and completely orderly, 
method, the entire chain vas developed smoathly and with a low error 
rate,in approximately 78 &ass compared with some 4 months of unsuc- 
cessiW. attempts t o  fade from the numerosity control t o  intra- 
Once we discmered the appropriate 
behavioral cbafn, 
This general method of producing an intra-behaviorfil chain, in 
which the ~zlimal's own performance provides the discriminetive stimuli 
for  the next behavior, appears t o  ua t o  be qyite general and capable 
of extensiw to situations. We judge fading t o  be a special case 
of a class of procedures for strongly determining a response either by 
the physical ar the discriminative st imuli  alresdy in tha 
animal's repertoire. This is accomplished by using well-established 
cues t o  permit the gradual appraximection of the tenaiariL performance, 
while limiting the opportunity for error, 
D. The Effect of Schedule Ccmtingencies 0x1 
the Acxurscy of B e b w f o r  
Introduction 
One of the adwrntsges of the present experiment i s  that we can 
measure the fkequeacy of the bebsvior es w e l l  as how closely the 
behavior conforms to  its controlling s t i m u l i  (accuracy). In  other 
VoFCls, we can sirmittaneouSly measure how disposed the animal is t o  
engage in  the m o r  (overell rate of responding) ~ n d  IUW accurately 
he perfoms (error rate), while we manipulste the reinforcement 
veritibles. 
interval schedule of reinforcement (Ferster, 1960) have been shown t o  have 
c r i t i ca l  effects QP both the overall rate of responding 
rate i n  matchiag-t-sample experiments. 
the ch&p@ee repertoires we early discovered that cOntiwouS rein- 
forcement, food reinforcement for each correct response, was nut a 
sufficient condition for geperating these c-lex beMars. In every 
case we found that ve needed specia,l reinforcenent proceduns, such BS 
reqviring a certain number of cmrect responses, or delivering rein= 
Sa~le  of these, such BB a fhed-ratio or8 preceding fixed. 
the error 
In the initial development of 
forcement Only if a c e r t a i n  number of responses were emitted successively 
without error. While ve used procedures of this kind and were convinced 
of their necessity, we needed t o  assess their effects both quantitatively 
I -  
on- 
and systematically. 
developent of the repertoire described above, was therefore t o  
systemeticelly evaluate the reWorcea3ent variables which were inr- 
portant for &apelaping complex and highly accurate stimulus caatrol. 
EkPerisent 1 
Our maJor experiment, following the final 
procedure. In OUF first UrperinreDt we measured the effects of 
schedules of reinforcement on discriminations (problems) which vere 
relatively easy for the chimpanzees. !Che general procedure for the 
experiment vas as follcxrs. 
The baselhe perfarmance consisted of the matching-to-semple 
procedure in which the samples were a series of two numbers of geometric 
form and the chimpsruee's task vas t o  choose which of two binary stimuli 
corresponded vith the n-osity of the sample. In t h i s  experiment the 
sample consisted of either 7 or 1 geametric figures and the correct 
binary stimulus bel- vas either lll (7) or 001 (1) . 
vere reinforced on a fixed-ratio schedule. Each t h e  the an- matched 
a sample correctly the reinforcement was a tone. A food pellet was 
delivered follwing eveq 15th torte (FR-15). A t  this stage of the 
experbent the err- level was of the order of 5 percent. Most of the 
errors occux~ed at the start of the fixed ratio. whcn the performance 
wa8 stable at this final e!rror level with the fixed-ratio schedule of 
reinforcement ve changed the procedure 80 the specified number of 
correct responses had t o  be emitted successively without error. 
error occurred the animal was required t o  start the fixed ra t io  all 
Correct responses 
If an 
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over again. 
counter. We increased the number of successively correct responses 
required of the ani!u8l in stages, until food reinforcement occurred 
o w  af’ter 50 ~uccessive correct responses (mi-50 w i t h  reset), 
t o  approach the fina.l schedule very graQrallg, increasing the Dsrmber 
of responses required as the numbeF of errors declreased, t o  maintain 
an adequate reinforcemsnt density. mer we achieved a stable per- 
formance on -50 with the reset contingency, we then returned t o  a 
fixed ra t io  of 15 Vithout the reset t o  see if the original error level 
could be recovered. 
R e s u l t s .  
In other words, each incorrect response reset the ra t io  
We hsd 
The reset contingencies progressively decreased the 
error level until it reached values b e t w e e n  
end 1 error per 1,OOO responses, but the perf’armances were not 
reversible. Once an accurate performance developed, it remained 
accurate even under the original schedule values. 
t o  requiring simply 15 correct responses the performance remained 
nearly as accurate as it was with the reset contingency. We then 
tes ted the  hypothesis that the amount of differential reinforcement 
needed t o  produce a lov error level depended on how difficult  the 
discriminations were. 
th i s  experiment is published. 
Experbent 2: Complex Discriminations 
1 e m r  F r  100 re-nses 
When we returned 
F’ull quantitative details w i l l  be given when 
Procedure. The experbent was then performed with other pairs 
of &Mis more easily confused with each other, such as 7 and 2, 7 
and 3 ,  7 and 4, 7 and 5 ,  and 7 and 6. The procedures were essentially 
200;. 
! 
i 
C .  BO: 
a 
' 0 2  
I '  tn 
t. a n 
cr\ 
I- 
v, 
4 
i 
NUMBER PAIR PROGR- 
7-6 
'I 
t 
FR 15 FR 50 R E S n  FR 15 
FIGURE 4 
This figure shows the e!rror rde for probl- 
imrolving seven or six geomeeic figures. Three 
days' dsfs are given far each point QL the absclsas. 
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Because t h e  stimuli are so similar, induction between them gives a high 
i n i t i a l  error levd, 12 t o  16 errors per 100 correct responses. 
33 sessions of fbrther reinforcement on t h i s  seane schedule, t he  error 
level falls t o  approximately 5 errors per 100. When 50 consecutively 
correct' responses -re required the error level falls even Further 
t o  2 or 3 errors per 100 correct respcmses. 
reinfarcenmnt schedule increases the  error level t o  between 6 and 7 
responses per 100, approximately the same value as at the start of this 
exper inmt .  
the exper- was as pseciee as in this figure. ThKnrghaut; all of the 
experiments, the distinctions betveen error levels of 2 errors per 100 
and 5 m o r s  per 100 are canphtely reliable f- hour to  hour and 
session t o  session. Although the error level on FR-15 was l o w  t o  
begin w i t h  ( 5  percent) the reset contingency reduced it t o  half the 
original value (approximetely 2.5 percent) and the  return to FR-15 
without the reset increased the err=  level t o  slight3y more than the 
Original value* 
experiment is published. 
After 
The return t o  the original 
The experimental control over the error level throughout 
pull quantitatiw details will be given when this 
-15- 
BxperimerJt 3: A l l  Pelre  of lluarbers 
Procedure. In the fW erpe;rimentr, the pcrfarmsnce we Weloped 
involved the mSeSt&im O f  Of 7 llumbers Of W i C  faamS oIl8 
giverr trial, We wvfed the schedules of reinfarccunent as before, t o  
e v w  the i k e d  ratio and reset ccmtingency. !be experiments entailed 
very large ana stable samples of the mimaXrs behavior since the daily 
aessian consisted of some 1 - 3,000 t r i a l s ,  The performances were 
msintained at each value of the variables until e stable error level 
was achie!vea. 
Results. The difficult discriminetions of this experiment produced 
much hi&= err- levels then in the previous ex]?eriments. Continued 
reinfcucement on simply the fixed-ratio schedule reduced the error level 
t o  1 error In  10 correct responses. The results of these procedures 
for  me anime3 are ~urnnrv ieed briefly In F-e 5 aad show t ha t  the 
performuice Improved elmply as a result of continued r e i n f o r c d  untl l  
50 consecutively correct responses were required. Then the reset con- 
tingency ww responsible for e gaia In  accuracy of abart 2.5 percent, 
The i n i t i a l  peffomance, after extended relnforcemcnt after each 15th 
correct response, stlll produced an error level of 30 to 36 e m s  far 
each 100 correct responses. ! P h l ~  vel- f e l l  to 13 af'ter more erposure 
et this point. Requiring 25 carrsecutively M responses hes little 
additional effect ard the error level continue8 t o  decrease even With 
the return t o  the original FR-15 schedule of reinforcement. Returning t o  
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a requirement of 25 CollsscUti~ely correct responses decreases the error level 
even further and the shift to 50 consecutively correct respanee8 decreases 
it even still -her reaching appr0Ximatel.y 3 e m s  per 100- 
400 
_i- 200 I A m > a n M 
I- 
m 
Iss 
U 
- 
v) > a n 
rn 
I- 
2 
1 
t 
NUMBER PA I RS PROGRAMMED 
4 ? 
t 4- 
. wuw 
F R  15 F R 2 5  F R  15 F R  25 
RESET, RESET 
FIGURE 5 
This figure gives emor rstes over three -8 for 
each of sever82 contingencies, ahown on the abscissa, 
The firaf two p o h t s  show the fall i n  errvr rate 
associated wifb continuing exposure t o  FR-15, 
The final procedure, the return t o  siarpls FR-15 shcws that the require- 
ment of 50 consecutive%catrrect responses was in fact responsible for 
the chsnge from 5 to 2.5 erxors per 100 correct responses. 
These results illustrate the difficulty of experiments w i t h  a 
changing baeeliae. We carmcrt 8.lways be certain in this experiment that 
the contiwed exposure to  the reinforcement procedures produce the 
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decline i n  the error rate regardless of the schedule of reinforcement. 
only the SCLrespanse requirement clearly ocntrolled CIIL accuracy level 
that v8s reversible. We: vi= shw evidence later, hovever, that  even 
though the  chimp would  acquire the discriminations without the resettihg 
contingerrcies, the acquisition i s  m e  accurate w i t h  thean, 
would  s~ that the lnain effects of these special conditions of rein- 
forcement are to get the -8 t o  attend t o  the stimuli. 
error levels the contingencies produce stable discriminations with 
moderate error levels that cem be maintedned under m o s t  conditions. 
Once the error levels reached 5 errors per 100, it goes t o  lower values 
only by requiring large numbers of correct responses t o  be emitted 
consecutively, Unlike the intermediate performances, the error levels 
immediately return to h&gher, although still moderate, levels when 
the schedule is changed to a d e r a t e  one. 
will be given when t h i s  experiment is published. 
Experiment 4: A Replication of Expe riment 3 
T h u s  It 
A t  aigh 
Full quantitative details 
Procedure and Results. We replicated the effect of requiring 50 
consecutively correct responses in still another experiment using 5 ,  6, 
and 7 geanetric figures in  the sample window which were the occasions 
on which the animnl chose the appropriate binary S t W u s  below. An 
accuracy level of approximat- 4 errors per 100 correct responses was 
developed quickly and the experiment shows how requiring 50 consecutively 
correct responses reduces the error  level so long as the contingency is 
meintained. The results are shown in Figure 6, The first section of the 
graph showing the mean values when 15 correct responses were required 
shows values of .03. . O S ,  .&5, and .046. 
.050 
w .030 
a 
= 020 
= W .  010 
E *  
0 
of 
NUMBER PAlRS PROGRAMMED 
4- 
7-5 7-6 t 
FR 15 F R  50 RESET FR 15 
FIGURE 6 
T h i s  figure presents error rates wer three-* 
periods for each o f t h e  eontingmcies described 
on the abscissa. 
Tbe final performances af'ter 5 sessions in which 50 consecutively 
correct responses were required were approximately 1 error per 100 
correct responses, and the return t o  the origin& condition reinstates 
approximately the correspondiDg error levels. 
will be given when this experiment is published. 
pull qu82Ititative details 
Discussion. This experiment confinns all of our previous results, 
showing that extinction is the main mechRnism for praducing close 
control of the anJmnl's behavior by these complex stimuli. The cammon 
factor among the procedures which produced stimulus control (accuracy) 
is that the amount of unreinforced behavior increases markedly when 
the animal's -&or does not conform closely t o  the stimuli. 
contrast, punishment of the responses by time out has proven ineffec- 
tive, except where extinctian procedures have already brought the behav- 
ior closely under the control of the relevant stimuli. 
they fmction,,in a maxmer of speak-, to make t he  animel more careful. 
An interesting parallel exists between these data and the early 
In 
In th i s  case 
work on the reinforcement of a simple response, e.&, bar-pressbg or 
key-pecking, on fixed-ratio schedules. 
produces relatively l o w  and sometimes erratic rates of responding. 
However ,  if several responses are reqwired for each reinforcement we 
R e i n f o r c m t  for each response 
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observe a transition t o  a relatively high and even rate of responding. 
If we think of this farm of responding as analogous t o  the control by 
the stmi in the matching-to-smple procedures, the conuncm factor i n  
the two procedures is the increased rate o f t h e  reinforced response 
as a result of its fixed-ratio reinforcement. 
sample procedure we had recorded only correct responses on a cumulative 
recorder, we might hare obtained records which were similar t o  those 
obtained w i t h  simple responses maintained by continuous reinforcement 
or on f3xed-ratio schedules. 
If in the matching-tcb 
The reset contingency might be considered as a special case of' 
fixed-ratio reinforcement, 
of correct responding immediately preceding the food reinforcement, 
Consequently the reWorc-nt occurs selectively after "rup9" of correct 
responses and never occurs soon after an incorrect response. 
The reset procedure guarantees a high rate  
An additional parallel between matching t o  sample and a simpler 
response also exists with the conditioned r e w o r c e r  following each 
correct response, Most investigators have found tha t  it is necessary 
to  prmide some! feedback (frequently a relay click) t o  the animal from 
the operation of the nsnipulandum. 
topology of the response. The tone follcnring each correct response 
has an snalogous effect because it occurs only after responses whose 
t o p o w  
operate the feeder, 
This is done t o  maintain the 
is correct. A response that  produces the tone can also 
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BO- (1953) was unable t o  recover low rates of responding 
associated with low fixed-ratio values just as in our experbeds, 
These data are quite similar t o  the results we obtained during fixed- 
ra t io  reinforcement of simple problem solutions (simple discriminatioas) . 
E. Maintaining Ccmxplex Behavior under Deferred Reinforcement 
Rocedure, In another experbent, while we were synthesizing 
the complex repertoire, we measured the chimpanzee's behavior as it was 
maintained by conditioned reinforcers leading t o  food only af'ter a long 
sequence of various activities. The procedure was as follows. When 
the animal entered the first chamber each correct matching-to-sample 
respase was reinforced by 8 tone. 
the scsund of the feeder mechanism but no pellets were delivered. 
the feeder sounded a certa in  pumber of times (equivalent t o  the number 
of pellets, had we been delivering food), the door opened and the 
animnl could leave the chaniber into the second experiment where the sans 
procedure was repeated w i t h  the "writing" performance. 
emaunt of behsvior 3.n the secund chaniber ab& the same as required in 
the first did the exit  door to  the second chamber open, and the animal 
was admitted into the third ch- where he received biscuits, fruit; 
Juice and food pellets i n  sp amount equivalent t o  what he had been 
obtaining under more direct reinfarcement. 
in suane 2 - 400 trials before receiving any food. 
Every 50 correct responses produced 
After 
Only after an 
Thus, each chimpanzee engaged 
This final performance was produced by a set  of approximate pro= 
In the first procedure the food pellets were delivered on a cedures. 
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percentage schedule (for -le, every other time) so that every so 
often the feeder w d d  make its custama~y sound but no food would be 
dropped. The percentage was c ~ t i n u o u s l p  reduced until all the food 
was delivered at once i n  each of the tvo chambers. 
delivered food at the caQlplet3orr of the gerformrmce in the first chamber, 
but conthued t o  deliver it in the second chspiber. 
delivered only in the third c m e r .  
Then we no longer 
Finally, food vas 
R e s u l t s .  Under these deferred reinforcement conditions, ccolsistlng 
essentially of a long chain of complex behsvior in which food occurs only 
at t3ie v e q  end, not only did ve sustain the animal's perf'onmnce but it 
continued with e hi& degree of accuracy. In the final performance ve 
naint8ined the chimp's perf'ormauces under the deferred (or delayed) 
reinforcement conditions spproximately two weeks. The mejor result was 
that  the tot& amount of behavior emitted decrease8 samevhat (hence the 
food intake) although the animals still obtained enough food t o  maintain 
their  veight. 
major effect of the e x p e w .  When we returned to the original con- 
ditions (rece im food in each chember) the food intake and amount of 
behavior returned t o  the baseline levels. The experiment is confirmation 
of the general principle we observed elsewhere, such as io the dewed  
reinforcement experhent (see below). Conditicmed reinforcers canfonn 
tbe behavior t o  the relevant s t i m u l i  8s the i r  W o r  effect in these 
repertoires. The conditioned reinforcers may at one time have the effect 
of increasing the accuracy of t h e  perfommarice by its differential 
The error level increased slightly, but this was not the 
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reinforcement of the apimal's behavior and at the same time decrease the 
frequency of occurrence of the response. Full quantitative details will 
be given when t h i s  exgeriment is  published. 
The decreased food intake when ve deferred reinforcement to  the end 
of a long chain is not consistent with mzuly of t h e  earlier experiments 
which recorded increased levels of performance as the body weight of the 
an imal  falls (Faster  & Skinner, 1951; C l a r k ,  1958). 
those of Findley (1962), who discovered that he could vary the animal's 
rood intake in the to t a l  em- t by increasing or decreasing the amount 
of behavior required for the delivery of each unit of food. The difference 
between Findley's and our results and those of earlier experiments cane 
about *om the tu t a l  environment and the natural  method of maintaining 
the anbml'8 behavior on a 24-h- basis in which the amount of food 
received is limited only by the amount of behavior it can support, 
Our results confirm 
The effects of the  conditioned reinforcement ir- this study parallel 
the results of experiments i n  human verbal behavior in which the variable 
"knowledge of results" vas investigated, In these studies, "knwledge of 
results" might be considered t o  be a conditioned reinforcer, both i n  tenns 
of the immediate experimental history of the subject and in terms of h i s  
history prior t o  his participation i n  the experiment. 
F, Future Plans 
The next stage of our plans is a shift toward a social experiment i n  
which one auimal will present complex stimuli which will suppart behavior 
in the second animal i n  the manner of a true verbal interchange. W e  have, 
therefore, redesigned the living and experimental chambers including the 
spacial arrangmuent as well as the &sip of the doors and automatic 
control systems. A new design will allaw us t o  identify, control and 
of using access of one animal t o  anather as e reinforctr in a social 
exper-. Our experience in buildbe and maintnin(nrr these &evicts hss 
produced a series of aew designs which we think will solve m s t l ~ ~  of the 
dtficierrics of the ear4 chsplibcrs, and rsake it easier to produce capite 
of the present one. Thc prescllt chauiber has been in operation for tW0 
years during which the door mechanisms W e  been progressively deterrio- 
sting while the aabals  hewe progressively acsufrea llby skills for by- 
pass- their protective and coatrolling Fuactians. W e  have campleted 
detailed plans far the neu &ember which w i l l  be built according to a 
modular design f'ran "thistntt" components. The DRY cage will be built 
w i t h  n m t  of the caigxments under tortion a rigid f rmm rather then 
as in the chumber we xmw have in operation in which the panels are un&r 
mupression making it difficult t o  moaifs, remove, and rebuild. The new 
chaniber shmld make it possible t o  design enviruments much 88 with an 
erector set. 
Our first experiment in the chimp program will be designed to  produce 
a generalited reinforcer functionally anslogow t o  money, attention, or  
PQVV in the nsfural humea ecology, a major theoretical problem snd m 
impportant technical advantage in producing the rapertoires we require. 
We take some encourageswxt in this goal fran our utperlments reported 
below under Deferred Reinforcement which suggest that the technical 
problem of constructing a generalized reinforcer snd measuring its 
properties is feasible within the limits of our techniques a d  equipment. 
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11. 
Intro&ction 
FIl[H)-RATIO RFJ"ORCEMXC OF LARGE UlOITs OF BEHAVIOR 
Our experience vi th  fixed-ratio reinforcement of camplex reper- 
toi res  in the chimpanzee exprbmnt raised the qwstion of the w i t s  
of these effects. The e s i s  offered above suggests that this prin- 
ciple might be extended t o  a large number of situations, providing a 
more highly concise control of behavior than is currently possible. 
Also if our anelysis is correct it is not unlikdy that mauy highly 
accurate complex perfarmances seen in the nonnal ecology are maintained 
i n  a similnr ray, The exper-ts described belaw are &&ped as an 
in i t ia l  attempt to investigate this possibility. 
It has been vell esteblished that a broad renQe of subjects nu3y 
be twt to t e m p a l l y  space their responses in a relatively accurate 
manner, One schedule of reinforcesent used for this purpose is tbe 
differential reinforcement of law rates (DRL). 
D R L 2 0  sec. schedule of reinforcement all responses which follaw the 
previous response by 20 sec. or mre are reinforced, 
if the subject sppes a response (specified by the eacperhentw) SO 
that  each emission follows by 20 sec. or  more the previous emission, 
the response is reinf'orced. Respasases having a latency fram the last 
response of less  than 20 sec. are not reinforced, and began a nev 
20 sec. "wsiting period". In most organisms the maximum probability 
of the experimentally specified response, for example, bar-pressing, 
occurs about 20 sec. after the last response. 
For exaInple, on a 
In other words, 
That is, a distrtbution 
I 
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of interresponse times (IFIT'S) shovs its highest relative frequency 
on or about the reinforced interresponse time, 
haviar on this schedule is considered t o  be pausing for  20 sec. 
(doing scunething else) folloved by the emission of the experbentally 
specified ~SpOIlSe,  then the 8ch-e would be analogous to the simple 
reinforcement described abuve 3n Section D of the chiml>anzee expeFiment. 
If our analysis of the chimpanzee data i s  correct then the req?lIrentent 
of several of these DRL responses for each reinforcement, fixed-ratio 
reinforcement of DRL perfarmaxe, should increase the temporal control 
exercised by the schedule. Reset requirements should provide addi- 
tional increments in accuracy. 
If the Unit of b e  
We believe pigeons t o  be particularly good subjects for the 
initial stages of this work. Their behavior is nusrkedly poor st even 
modergte values of the schedule, for example, D R G 3 0  sec,, and it is 
not unusual for them t o  receive fewer than 5 reinforcemeiits per hour 
after several hundred hour8 exposure t o  the schedule. 
performance will give us a baseline which is both vell known and which 
permits large increments in the accuracy of the temporal spacing of the 
response . 
Experiment 1 
This kind of 
Procedure. The subdects, pigeons, v i l l  be exposed t o  a D-30 sec, 
schedule of reinforcement u n t i l  the performance is stable. W e  w i l l  then 
systematically manipulate the number of "correct" responses necessary t o  
produce each food reinforcement. Our primary interest will be how 
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closely the beh8ViOr ~113forms to  the temporal requirements of the 
schedule of reinf'orcement. O o e r a l l  rates of responding, rates of 
reinforcement, 88 well a8 the IElT distributions w i l l  be obtsined, 
Experiment 2 
Procedure. Procedures similar to those described above will be 
followed w i t h  the addition of the reset contingency. 
Additional Expe riments 
Additional experiments will be performed, if they seem warranted, 
to assess the generality of t h i s  phenomena over a relatively wide 
range of coanpluc perfimance requirements end s e r v e d  additional species. 
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n1, DELAY m -Rrxwm! (DEFERReD R E m c s M E m )  
A. Intro&action 
Tbe experiment8 in t h i s  section were performed by Charles B. 
Ferster, Ph.D.* and Clifford E, H m ,  Jr., B.A. John J. Randolph, 
Ph.D., who recently Joined our staff, has ale0 been participat3ng in 
these investigations since his arrival at the Insti tute for BehaPioral 
Research, 
In our early experiments on deferred reinforcement we developed 
ccnditians for maintaining behavior reinf'arced w i t h  long &Lays (24 
haurs). We measured the behavior 88 a function of stme of the variables 
judged t o  be critical. The results have been published (Ferster & 
Hammer, 1965). 
which we could maintain small fted-mtio performances in baboons when 
food was delivered some 18 t o  24 hours following the performance. Char 
analyses of delayed or deferred reinforcement performences emphasize 
that we are developing chains of' behavior, and that  deferring reinforce= 
ment by a blank interval is a specid case of long chains of behavior. 
While we do not specify a chain of responses in marry delqed reinforce- 
ment pcmtdigms such cbains are likely t o  occur by accidental reinforce- 
ment (Kelleher & Gollub, 1962; Skinner, 1948; Ferster, 1952). Both the 
classical delaqred-reinforcement procedures and a chain specify that a 
given response is  maintained by 8 stimulus which, in  turn, controls same 
Other kind of behavior, In the chain some response is reinforced in  
the presence of the stimulus and in  the delayed reinforcement case the 
In these experiments, we discovered conditions under 
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stimulus is simply present for a period of time followed by rein- 
forcement, 
i s  specified during the interval. 
occasion on which a specified response is reinforced by the next stim- 
ulus. 
on which the next s thu lus  occurs after a fixed period of time. 
though no behavior is  required during the delay stimulus, 
may be reinforced accidentally i f  they happen t o  occur just  before 
reinforcement. 
the animal. may engage i n  other behaviors maintained by other reinforcers. 
Our experiments th i s  past year have stressed measurements of the 
The two cases differ i n  how closely the animal's behavior 
In the chain, the s t i d u s  is  en 
In the delayed reinforcement case, the stimulus is an occasion 
Even 
responses 
Another possibility during the delay stimulus is  that  
role of other performances which cen be emitted during the delay in 
reinforcement. The procedures have in common that  the animal acquires 
some concurrent performance maintained independently of the response 
whose reinforcement is deferred. Thus, for  example, the baboon enters 
a chamber and locks the door behind him. 
times, a stimulus comes on for 6 hours. 
key comes on; the second stimulus i s  an occasion when pressing t h e  
food key produces food pellets t o  a preset total .  
however, reinforced on a fixed-ratio schedule, opens the door t o  the 
main chamber where he can socialize with other animals, exercise, and 
return t o  the experiment at  w i l l ,  
t w o  behaviors. 
When he presses a key 75 
Then a stimulus on a second 
S t i l l  mother key, 
Thus, the delay stimulus may control 
One is "waiting" for the stimulus i n  whose presence 
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food is delivered. 
is exit t o  the rest of the cage where the an imal  can exercise and 
socialize w i t h  the other animals. 
a generalized relnforcer, since its reinforcing effect derives frosn a 
wide range of behafiors supported uutside of the experfmental chamber. 
These mi@& be a chance t o  erercise, &rooming w i t h  other enhd-s ,  
sexual activity, a chance t o  act aggressively, or play w i t h  the physicd. 
aspects of the larger external environment. 
8 pilot data for the proposed chimp generslized reinforcement experi- 
ments. We need  that  the exit behavior is a function of the dominance 
hierarchy and other relations among the animals. 
the overall  of effect of "exit" as a reinforcer. 
The second is operating a key whose reinforcement 
The exit StixmaluS i s  fundionally 
Our results here serve as 
S t i l l  we measured 
The redesigned chimp 
environment will be a better situation t o  analyze the  coslpanent variables 
of a generalized reinforcer. 
B. Current Experiments 
Experiment 1 
Procedure. In our first experiment, we introduced the baboon 
t o  the final procedure; 
produced the delay stWus, a flashing green light. 
delay period the green l ight  went off and in the presence of the food- 
key light, each press of the food key delivered a pellet, to a preset 
total .  
The baboon could return t o  the work chamber a t  any t h e .  
In the presence of a red light, 75 responses 
A t  the end of the 
Five responses on an exit key opened the exit door a t  m y  t i m e .  
The elapsed 
. . 
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t i m e  conrnted toward reinforcement w h e t h e r  or not he was in the chamber. 
c o ~ o q u i a l l y  speakhg, he could "pass the timen during the delay in- 
terPal by Joining the other animals. 
Resalts. The major result was a cmplete loss of the performances -
reinforced w i t h  food that we had generated with delayed reinforcaneat 
during am previaus experiments. The babcxm continued t o  go in end 
out of the chamber frequently even though the food behavior broke down 
t o  the point where the animnl would have starved to desth, had we not 
intervened. 
chamber without ever operating the key whose reinforcement by food was 
def-6 
when it is published. 
The animnl simply weat in and out of the experbent8.l 
Full qaantitafive details w i l l  be given of this experiment 
-2:  Messuring the Effect of Exit During the V a r i o u s  Parts of 
the chain 
Procedure. W e  returned t o  the conditians of our first experiment 
without exit from the chamber t o  reinstate the behavior under the 
deferred reinforcement, When we recovered a stable performance under 
delayed reinforcement, we be- a set of approximstions to  the complex 
procedare we had attempted e-. 
we first limited the exit behavior to  a 5o-minUte time out mer food 
reinforcemex% This was done by a light mer the exit key which ccm- 
trolled it i n  the manner of a discriminative stimulus. When the l ight  
w a s  on9 pressing the exit key opened the door; when it was off, pressing 
the exit key had no effect. W e  then permitted the animal t o  exit during 
In this series of exgerlments 
the delay stimulus. In the final performance the exit  Option was made 
concurrent with the food option and B llumber of responses required t o  
exit was added as a parameter t o  this experimeat. 
- Results. With exit possible oaly during time out mer r e i n f o r c m t  
the food performance under deferred reinforcement continued normelly and 
the baboon left the experimental chamber during moet of the time oats, 
When we allowed the baboon t o  ex i t  &ring the delay Stimulus, the r e d %  
I 
waa an increase in the 8mut and freqpncy o f  the food-reinforced behavior. 
Now the stimulus controlling the delay interval was a mare effective I 
I 
I 
I 
reinforcer because it allowed the  second repertoire, playing outside. 
When we allowed the baboon t o  leave at the start of the sequence, when 
key presses produced the delay gthmlus, the food behavior was weakened - 
the baboon pressed the road key less freqyently. i 
I 
I 
I 1
I 
I 
EXIT DURING DELAY 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
Figure 7 shows the number of food chain8 and the 
number of exit chains completed, 88 a W d i o n  of 
the location of the time-out option. 
the ef'fect of an increase in  the number of responses 
required t o  exit, when the exit option waa concurrent 
It also shows 
with the food option. 
t 
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The exit behavior weakened t h e  food performance especially when only a 
number of responses was required on the exit keya With a s m a l l  
exit requirement, the animal simply went in and out of the chamber, 
only occasionally pressing the food key. 
of respansee required t o  exit FEom the chamber sufficiently t o  weaken 
t h i s  behavior the %boon stayed in the chamber long enough t o  press the 
food key enough to produce 8 delay stimulus, and hence food. 
ta t ive  details w i l l  be given when this experiment is published. 
When we increased the Inamber 
pu1 quanti- 
Discussion. W e  interpreted th i s  experiment t o  m e a n  that the exit 
behavior strengthened the food-key behavior only i f  it occurred in the 
exact temporal relation t o  the f00d-maintained behavior (that is, if it 
followed i t ) .  When the exit behavior could occur concurrently with the 
food behavior, it vas so pre-potent over it that the food behavior 
hardly occurred at all. We saw t h e  unusual condition tha t  when the 
animal could leave the chamber at any time by pressing the exit key 
five times or less, he seldasa stayed i n  the m i m e n t a l  chamber beyond 
a few minutes and was unable to produce even the Bnrnllest amount of food. 
This phase of the experilnent had to be interrupted 88 t h e  animal. began to 
starve t o  death, running in and out of the experimental chamber repeatedly. 
When we increased the Bmoupt of behavior required before the animal could 
exit, we  once nore weakened the exit  performance sufficiently so t h a t  it 
was not pre-potent Over the food behavior and the animnl began feeding 
himself once more. 
This aspect of the experiment is relevant t o  the problems in self- 
control, where there is a performance (the exit  performance), which is 
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immediately and strongly reinforced and anuther performance (the food 
performance) which is weak because its reinforcement is deferred; but 
the weakly reinforced behavior is required for the animal's Survival. 
Many analogs could be canstructed here of perfomances in the normal 
ecology import& t o  the individual which do nut occur i n  cape t i t i -  
with less biologically impOrtant but more h r e d h t e l y  occufihg rein- 
forcers. 
Experiment 3 
PTocedure. In this experiment we made systematic and parametric 
measurement of the animal's performances as a Arnctioa of the number of 
responses we required on the exit key t o  leave the chamber. 
of the de- by which food reinforcement vas deferred vas a parameter of 
these measuremeptsI Thus, we fixed the delay reinforcemenf at 30 
minutes and systematically varied the lnrmber of responses required to 
exit .  We then repeated the entire experiment at a &hour delay i n  
reinforcement. 
The duration 
Results. Ue discovered values of the exit FR which  were sufficiently 
high that the animal continued t o  engage i n  the food performance, despite 
the possibility of exit. Further increases in the  number of responses re- 
quired t o  exi t  had m effect on the food behavior a c e  the exit behavior 
was weakened enough tbat it was no longer pre-potent over the food 
behavior under delayed reinforcement. 
fixed ratio, the baboon continued t o  exit froan the experimentsl ChsmibeFa 
The baboon exited fran the experimental chamber three or four times per 
day even when 1,200 responses were required for  each exit. 
Even at large values of the exit 
This experiment 
.- 
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gives us a direct measurement of exit as t i  generalized reinforcer, con- 
trolling activit ies i n  the larger open part  of the cage w i t h  the other 
animals . 
In s-, the exit to the outside chamber is a powerful reinforcer, 
and its cancurrent availability with the food-reinforced behavior has 
little effect on the food behavior except when it is completely pre-patent 
A - 
30 MINUTE DELAY" 
6 HOUR DELAY 
I 1 I I 
over it, BB for e-le. w&n only a few respoases are required to. exit, 
FIGURE 8 
t 
Figure 8 shows the number of food chains completed 
as a function of the number of responses required t o  
exit, the length of the food chain delay. 
v) 
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FIGURE 9 
Figure 9 shars the mndber of exit  chains completed 
as a function of the number of responses re@& t o  
exit, and the length of the food chain delay. 
F’oUowing the parametric study of the number of responses required 
to exi t  and the interval by which the food reinforcement was deferred, 
we reduced the d t  requirement t o  f ive responses and maintained the 
dew at six havs.  A t  these values of the parameter the an3mnl stopped 
responding on the food chain. We returned t o  the prreviow conditions, 
75 responses on the exit key and a &hour delay, but were unable t o  
recover the baseline. W e  then removed the exit  option and the number 
of completed food chains increased slightly. However, the amount of food 
the animal received each day did not constitute a subsistence diet. 
. 
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Full qwrntitative details will be given when this experiment is pyblished. 
Experiment 4 
Racsdrue. In our next e x p e h n t  we set out t o  discover conditions 
far msintsinlng the food-reinforced behavior (under deferred reinforce- 
meat) despite the consuFIpept strength of the exit  behavior. 
plan was to  strem&hen the food behavior by reducing the length of the 
delay In reinforcement to five minutes, a value at which strength of the 
food behmior would be sufficient t o  compete with the exit behavior. We 
first varied the  ntmiber of responses required for food, t o  recover this 
baselbe Bt five minutes 8elay. 
1-h of the delay, keeping t3.m exit behavior strongly maintained under 
virtually coatintlous reinforcemtnt, 
Our general 
We then progressively increased the 
- R e s u l t s .  With the carefbl aajustment described above we were 
able t o  increase the deley to 30 mhutes end at the same t i m e  Psintain 
the food behavior st.rongly errough, despite the delay, so the animal con- 
tinued to work for food. A t  these same values we had been unable t o  
maintain the animal’s food perforwince prior t o  the special history. 
“hue, a gradual progression in the conditions of the delay-reinforced 
response praped t o  be a wsy of developing the equivalent of self-control 
In the baboon. 
ment is published. 
Full quautitative details will be gives when t h i s  experi- 
!2 
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1 FIGURE 10 
Figure 10 gives the number of food chains and the 
number of exit chains completed as a Punction of 
the length of the food chain delay, 
The carmplex interaction 8mo- the 'baboons in the living area of 
the chaniber I s  a complication in these experiments. The tendency to 
exit  is clearly a fuuction of the interpersonal relationships among 
the aninurls. This veriable is en important factor in these experi- 
ments as w e l l  as h the eqeriments which we plan With the chimpnzees. 
Our catinuation experiments, therefore, w i l l  focus on direct m e a s u r e  
meat of the social interactions mmng the animels and effects of these 
social irxberactioas on the reinforcing properties of access to the 
living -a. W e  are developing instmmentation toward th is  purpose. 
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C. concurrent chsins of Behavim Each Maintalned w l t h  Deferred 
Reinforcemat 
Introdudion 
In this experiment, we developed an erperialentsl IlcmdQP for 
independent& nmixxtdnhg three responses, each with its reinforcement 
deferred. Tbc rationale of the erperimexrt va8 to give the animal 813 
opportunity t o  vork on a second chain w h i l e  he was waiting in the 
delay stimulus of the first, and in the third chain while he was Wait- 
i n  the dslay Stimulus of the other chains. 
Procedure and R e s u l t s .  This experiment hss o w  been in progress 
six months, end we hve jut developed an effective experimental para- 
digm. A t  the present tinre we ere &- behaviors an the fhree 
chnfns which we have deaonstrerted to be indepe-t of each other. The 
experiment I s  being c d d  aut in the same total envircanent BB we 
described above. The btelligence panel contains three keys each above 
the other, with a projection unit t o  provlde the stWi which define 
the chains and the delay stimuli. 
panel controlled by appropriate lights and colars, 
Reinforccrments occur on a neighboring 
Initially, the b e  
haviors on each of the keys vas controlled by interections from &her 
keys. 
characterized by 8 series of procedures designed t o  reduce the in&ctive 
eXperimrents during t h e  first sir months of t h i s  program w e r e  
effects among the various chsins. This was accauplished by adding 
stimuli correlated w i t h  differential contingencies, aad by programm5ng 
two chains at  a time with schedules and amounts of reinforcement with 
lare differences t o  produce maximum contrast by differential 
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reWarcaaent. 
different @tudes o f  delay (6 hour, 30 minute, and 5 minute) and 
three magaitudes of rewa~d (100 pellets, 20 pellets, and 2 pellets) 
Each of these six conditions is associated with a different discrimi- 
t ive  stimulus, sll of which control the behavior of the sub3ect. 
Currently we are able t o  maintain behavior with three 
How that  we! hsve achieved a workable experimental paradigm for 
stuwfng these cancullynt repertoires our plan will be t o  measure the 
strength of the behavior on one chain as a f’unction of the 
performances on the other chains which are available t o  the animal. 
Thus the issue here is selfLcontr01 as i n  the erperiments described 
above. 
ments of the effects of the c r i t i ca l  variebles determining the influence 
of deferred reinforcement. 
set different values of the parameters i n  each chain, so the entire 
experiment can be carried out within a session and within an animal. 
With such a procedure we will be able t o  study the magnitude of reinforce- 
ment as a variable, without being limited by frequencies of reinforcement 
which will starve an animal, In some of the previous experiments, for 
example, the animals did not receive sufficient food t o  maintain body 
weight and we hed to  interrupt the experiment lest the aninel starve t o  
death. With three cuan?rrent chains we should be able t o  make E systemetic 
description of the amount of food reinforcement 88 it maintains behavior, 
Thereafter, we can use the experimental paredigm t o  make measure= 
The three concurrent chains msy allow us to 
F u l l  quantitative details will be given when t h i s  experiment is 
published. 
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I), Brit and Social C o n t s c t  as Reinforcers 
Intro&ctian 
We decided t o  set  up an experimemt specifically designed t o  measwe 
haw the perf'onnance in the -al chamber might be related t o  
social behavior mtside. Like the previaUe eXperimernts, the anlmd. 
entered an experhmtal chenrber (3' x 3' x 3') whoee doar locked bebind 
h i m  while he engaged in the experimental procedures. He could return 
t o  the larger outside space with the other baboons by pressing the exit 
key. Our experiments above showed that exit t o  the social situation 
was a durable relnfmer and the unique envlranmnt we had develope& 
provided a convenient reethod for i t a  investigation, These exprirmsnts 
continued these investigations in more detail, 
Experimezlt 1 
Rocedure, In the first experiment, the m h a l  received 15 pellets 
as som as he closed the doar behind him, Hawever, a fixed-ratio per- 
farmaace on the exit key was required in order t o  open the exit door. 
Food would then be delivered when he again entered the C h m a .  This 
is e functional analog of "eat now ard pay bter" reminiscent of the 
installment plan in  the normal human ecology. We systematically varied 
the site of the fixed ratio requiFed t o  e t ,  meamring how long the 
animal reaained outside, haw long it took t o  cmit the fired-retio per- 
formance, and how long it took t o  eat  his food. Following this series 
of meaawrcmients, we then kept the exit  performance constsat and system- 
atically varied the amQuDt of behavior we required on the food key. 
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For example, the a h a l  would enter the chmriber, 200 responses wuuld 
leati t o  15 pellets of food following which a single response w o u l d  
open the  door letting him into the socisl area. 
used vere 100, 200, 400, and 800 responses both on the food and exit 
keys 
The fixed-ratlo values 
R e s u l t s .  A t  first we thought we had designed a circular chain 
in vhich esch performance is reinforced by every other performance. 
Our results indicate, however, that the place i n  the chain *ere the 
fixed rat io  va8 largest, controlled a Fause or a weakened behavior 
i m m e d i a t e  preceding it. 
to  produce the food and only 5 responses t o  exit t o  the sucial area, 
the l-st t h e  was spent outside the experimental chamber just before 
entering, and inside the chamber before completing the fixed ratio. 
After the food was delivered, the subdect ate it quickly and left 
immediately. 
responses were required on the exit  key, the longest latencies occurred 
i n  the exprhen ta l  chamber following the delivery of food just before 
leawing for the social area. 
under these cawlitions, longer t o  operate the exit  key following the 
food, but he stayed outside i n  the living area a shorter period of t ime .  
All of tkse  writs were systematically correlated with the mag- 
nitudes of the relevant parameters, giving smooth functions. 
POr exwriple, when 400 responses were r e m d  
When the fired ratio on the food key was only 5, and 400 
It took the animal longer t o  eat his food 
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Figure 13 shows the  range and median time that it 
took the animal t o  eater the  cubicle as a Atnction 
of the oltmber of responses required t o  complete 
the food option. 
Our inability t o  control the nature of the  social interaction 
when the animal leaves the experimental chamber into the living area 
confcsunds our results slightly,  as with the previous experiments. Our 
plans for direct measurement of the social interaction should solve 
this problem by documenting it and leading t o  methods of manipulating 
the relevant variables. Full quantitative details will be given when 
Experiment 2 
Procedures. We made the opportunity t o  exit t o  the social area 
concurrent w i t h  the food-reinforced behavior. This experiment was 
designed t o  canpare these behaviors when they are not serially dependent 
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upon each other. 
optimal schedules of reinforcenent so that the animnl is essentially 
on free feeding while we systematically vary the reinforcement schedules 
of the exit behavior and conversely. 
For example, the  food can be available under vexY 
Results. This experiment confirmed the findings in the delayed 
reinforcement experiment where the immediate reinfaFcement of the  exit 
behavior interfered with and was pre-potent over the weaker food behavior. 
In  this case, the conditions were reversed, 
forced on FR-400 was veak and the food behavior reinforced continuously 
was strong. 
operating the food key at a sufficiently high rate so that the floor 
of the cage was continuously littered w i t h  food pellets which the 
animal did not eat. A t  the same time the behavior on the exit  key was 
so weak that he did no% leave the experimental chamber once in ten days. 
This occurred i n  spite of the fact that the exit behavior could be 
maintained on schedules of reinforcement as high as 800 if the food 
schedules were sufficiently high. 
as i n  the e x p h n t s  described above. 
the animal emitted reinforced by food which he did not eat was 
sufficiently large t o  have produced an exit reinforcement had he pressed 
the exit  key this nunibex of t imes .  
given the fact that this an imal  is "boss monkey" for whom exit t o  the 
living area is maximally reinforcing under a l l  conditions, in contrast 
v i t h  other animals whose exit behavior interazts with the dcPninance 
conditions operative i n  tbe social area. 
The exit behavior rein- 
The result was that the an imal  remained in the chmiber 
Thus the issue here is self-control 
The total  amount of behavior 
The result i s  even more striking 
1 
. 
-4& 
It is interesting to  note here the% when the discriminative stiwrlus 
indicating that  the foot3 key was operative was turned off, the subject 
almost izranediately worked off his exit  ratio, This latency w a s  abaut 
15 minutes, as opgosed t o  failure t o  operate the key over the pagt ten 
days. 
interdependence of these tvo performances. 
will be given when this experiment is published. 
current Expe riments and Puture Plans 
We believe that thfs is particularly coapelliag evidence for the 
Full quantitative details 
W e  are presently completing a parametric study of all combinstions 
of several fixed-ratio requirements on both the food key and the exit 
key, The results to date are quite promising, 
A t  the caplet ion of' this experiment we plan t o  do further exper- 
iaDents t o  systematically evaluate the interdependence of these two 
perfonnances. These experiments w o u l d  u t i l ize  the probe technique 
described above. 
generated by values of the ra t io  parameters on both the exit  key and 
the food key which had been shown i n  the current experiment t o  produce 
strong preferences for one of the two alteraatives, W e  would be 
specifically interested i n  immediate changes i n  the disposition of the  
aninial t o  engage in  a nonpreferred alternative, and the effects of the 
removal of the  preferred alternative on our ather behavioral measures. 
The baselines used for the experiments would be 
In addition t o  these experinents we plan t o  study the effects of 
delayed reinforcement of the exit option. This work w i l i  extend OUI 
investigations of deferred reinforcement t o  a generalized reinforcer 
(see the introduction t o  this section). W e  should then be able t o  d e  
direct ccnnparisons between these data and the effects of delay in  rein- 
forcement on behavior maintained by a conventional reward (food) . 
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We w i l l  also attempt t o  establish stimulus control for the various 
values of ?mth the food fixed ratio and the exit fixed ratio. 
t h e  experiment on concurrent chains, Section C, this ViU permit us to 
manipulate c r i t i ca l  parameters of these variables in a single session. 
This is particularly important for conditions which result in large 
decrements in food intake, since these values of the parameter cannot 
be investig&ed in a steady state experiment without endangering the 
As in 
~nimBl'S healtho 
W e  also intend t o  do experiments manipulating the social variables 
considered to be cr i t ica l  for the interpretation of sune phases of our 
results. For example, it has been noted that  an animal's disposition 
t o  exit from his work cubicle may frequently be controlled by his infer- 
personal relationships w i t h  the subjects who are currently in the social 
area. 
t o  enter his  vark cubicle w i l l  be controlled by these interpersonal 
relationships. W e  plen to study these variables by systematically 
manipulating them, This w i l l  be accomplished via the rigit3 control of 
the  social environment, 
Conversely it is also believed ttat frequently his disposition 
a 
* 
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